Baby Album
danielle krivan

PAPERS: Peek-a-Boo! Paper Collection - P2187 Tiny Tot, P2191 New Arrival x2, P2183 Infant x3.
KC PRODUCTS: SB2448 Baby Album, Decorative Dies DD553 Nesting Stitched Circles, Lace EM926 White,
Kaisercolour KC001 White, Album Rings M009 Silver, T302 Foam Dots.
OTHER: Ribbon.

INSTRUCTIONS

Paint edges, inner and outer, of all pieces white. Cover back cover in NEW ARRIVAL, positioning paper
so that the cradle in lower left corner corresponds with the lower left corner of wooden piece. Cover
the other side of piece in NEW ARRIVAL, positioning paper so the floral design in upper right corner
corresponds to the upper right corner of wooden page.
Cover the “Y” page in the upper half in INFANT, positioning paper so that the upper right floral design
corresponds with the upper right “corner” of wooden piece. Do the same on the other side of piece, using
the second sheet of INFANT.
Cover both sides of the longer “B” page in INFANT (reverse). Cover the front of the “A” page in the third
sheet of INFANT, positioning paper so that the lower right corner corresponds to the lower right “corner”
of piece. Cover the other side using the upper right corner of sheet.
Cover the back of the front cover in NEW ARRIVAL, using the upper right floral design. Cover the front
side in the plain pink section of NEW ARRIVAL.
Using two largest Stitched Circle dies, cut pieces from NEW ARRIVAL (reverse). Use the second and third
largest dies to cut two photographs, and mat these with the NEW ARRIVAL circles. Cut a pink circle of
NEW ARRIVAL using the smallest circle. Adhere matted photos to the “A” and “Y” pages, so that they
can be seen through the windows formed by the “B”s. Cut up the narrow edging strip from TINY TOT into
individual words and adhere these down the side of the second “B” page as shown.
Cut out motifs from TINY TOT as desired. Embellish album pages with cut out pieces, die cut circle and
lace. Assemble album using album rings. Tie lace and ribbon around rings to decorate. Fill album with
additional photos and journaling as desired.

